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Maputo, Mozambique will host the Third Review Conference of the Mine Ban Treaty in late June 2014, which will also coincide with the 15th anniversary of the treaty coming into force.
In the lead up to this conference, Reportage by Getty Images worked in associated with the ICRC to send five of our photographers out to the field to document the ongoing human impact of
landmines, cluster munitions, and explosive remnants of war, as well as strides being made to deal with the issue. The countries visited were Mozambique, Bosnia, Iraq, Nicaragua and Laos.

We are pleased to offer you a first look at this unique body of work for your consideration.
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ETE, MOZAMBIQUE, NOVEMBER 2013: Victor Pirez, 28, performs demining operations in
the Chinzunga hills close to
Cabora Bassa, Mozambique, 18
November 2013. Victor has been
a demined for 5 years and says
that his grandfather was killed
by a landmine in this same region while walking to his farm.
Victor's team cleared 15 landmines on this day and detonated them as usual before they left
for the day. Victor is also the paramedic for his team and carries a
major trauma kit with him. Victor
makes $260 a month doing this
job, considered a good salary in
Mozambique
TETE, MOZAMBIQUE, NOVEMBER 2013: Victor Pirez, 28, performs demining operations in the Chinzunga hills close to Cabora Bassa, Mozambique, 18 November 2013 (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)

TETE, MOZAMBIQUE, NOVEMBER 2013: A HALO Trust mechanical demining operation in the Chinzunga hills close to Cabora
Bassa, Mozambique, 18 November 2013 (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)

(ABOVE RIGHT) A HALO Trust mechanical
demining operation in the Chinzunga hills
close to Cabora Bassa, Mozambique, 18
November 2013. The HALO team uses the
mechanical bulldozer to scrape up mines
which have become buried over time, lays
out the dirt and then that dirt is inspected
by manual personnel. The average HALO
Trust deminer makes $260 a month doing

this job, considered a good salary in Mozambique. The HALO Trust deminers in
this area are dealing with landmines laid
in the 1970's to defend the vital Cabora
Bassa Hydro-electric dam. Today, over 40
years later, these mines still maim and
kill the local populace and prevent them
utilizing vital agricultural land. This scene
was photographed at demining opera-

TETE, MOZAMBIQUE, NOVEMBER 2013: Scenes from the HALO Trust Demining camp in the mountains of Chinsunga, Tete
Province, Mozambique, 18 November 2013. (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)

tions close to the HALO Trust.
Mozambique was one of the most heavily
landmined countries in the world, due to
the effects of its 11 year war of liberation,
armed violence in neighbouring countries
as well as its civil war. HALO Trust has
cleared over 22,700 anti personnel mines
and reclaimed over 500,000 square meters

of land for the local populace. HALO
Trust runs both mechinical and manual
operations. Mozambique is pushing hard
to meet its obligations under the AntiPersonnel Mine Ban Convention and be
landmine free by the end of 2014.
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GONDOLA DISTRICT, MANICA PROVINCE, MOZAMBIQUE, 21 NOVEMBER 2013: APOPO demining company deminers seen with their African Pouch rats, especially trained to detect the scent of TNT present in Landmines, Gondola District, Manica Province,
Mozambique, 21 November 2013. APOPO uses the rats in conjunction with mechanical diggers, flailers and human deminers. The rats use their acute sense of smell to accelerate the demining process, making it possible to clear fields faster, a key goal
for Mozambique who are seeking to be landmine free by the end of 2014. (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)

GONDOLA DISTRICT, MANICA PROVINCE, MOZAMBIQUE, 21 NOVEMBER 2013: An APOPO
demining company de-miner works with his trained African Pouch rat to detect the scent of
TNT present in Landmines, Gondola District, Manica Province, Mozambique, 21 November
2013. APOPO uses the rats in conjunction with mechanical diggers, flailers and human deminers. The rats use their acute sense of smell to accelerate the demining process, making it
possible to clear fields faster, a key goal for Mozambique who are seeking to be landmine
free by the end of 2014. (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)

GONDOLA DISTRICT, MANICA PROVINCE, MOZAMBIQUE, 21 NOVEMBER 2013: An APOPO de-miner tends to his trained African Pouch rats who are trained to
detect the scent of TNT present in Landmines, Gondola District, Manica Province, Mozambique, 21 November 2013 (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)
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MOTOLLA CITY, MAPUTO, MOZAMBIQUE, 24 NOVEMBER 2013: Amputee former FRELIMO soldiers seen at their squatter housing in abandoned building in Motolla City, Maputo, Mozambique, 24 November 2013. 25 families live in these accommodations,
the majority are former FRELIMO fighters from the Mozambique civil war. Most of those are disabled as a result of landmine blasts. These veterans receive a small pension every month from the government but rely on the kindness of their extended families
to survive. Most have only broken-down prosthetics in dire need of maintenance as well as crutches that are on their last legs. Most of these men were injured by landmines in their fight against RENAMO, who were eventually defeated by FRELIMO. (Photo
www.reportage-bygettyimages.com
by Brent Stirton/Reportage)

(ABOVE) MOTOLLA CITY, MAPUTO, MOZAMBIQUE, 25 NOVEMBER 2013: Double amputee Jose Sabonete,54, a former FRELIMO soldier, is seen bathing at his impoverished home in Motolla City, Maputo, Mozambique, 25 November 2013. Jose lost his legs to a fragmentation landmine while serving as a soldier in the war. He and his 5 children
exist today on a $100 government pension but he receives no other help for his condition. These veterans receive
a small pension every month from the government but rely on the kindness of their extended families to survive.
Most have only brokendown prosthetics in dire need of maintenance as well as crutches that are on their last legs.
Most of these men were injured by landmines in their fight against RENAMO, who were eventually defeated by
FRELIMO. (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)
(RIGHT) MAPUTO, MOZAMBIQUE, 23 NOVEMBER 2013: A former FRELIMO soldier who laid mines as part of the
FRELIMO war effort in the Mozambique civil war, Maputo, 23 November 2013. This man expresses regret about the
civilian casualties of landmines laid by both FRELIMO and RENAMO but reminds us that it was a brutal war and most
the time he felt he was just trying to survive. He believes all remaining landmines should be removed for the future
of all. (Photo by Brent Stirton/ Reportage)
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BARRIO CHIUIJO, WEST OF CHIMOIO, MOZAMBIQUE/ZIMBABWE BORDER, 19 NOVEMBER 2013: Bonafacio Mazin, 57, works
his vegetable field with perfect balance despite losing one of his legs in 1987 to a landmine laid by Rhodesian forces in the
seventies, Mozambique/Zimbabwe Border, West Chimoio, 19 November 2013. Bonafacio was walking home from farm work
in Zimbabwe when the incident occured. Mozambique had very few jobs at the time and many people were killed in their
way in and out of Zimbabwe by these landmines. "As a man, this is very bad, I cannot find a job, I work hard on the farm but
I cannot do enough work. This landmine has reduced me to a beggar." This region is one of the most densely landmined in
the world, effectively cutting off 50% of all arable land for these villages. The landmines were laid by the Rhodesian Military
in the early 1970's in Rhodesia's war of liberation. Norweigan Peoples Aid have been demining the area for some time They
hope to finish by the end of 2014. (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)

BARRIO CHIUIJO, WEST OF CHIMOIO, MOZAMBIQUE /ZIMBABWE BORDER, 19 NOVEMBER 2013: Requina Jimu, lost her leg
in 1987 to a landmine laid by Rhodesian forces in 1972, Mozambique/Zimbabwe Border, West Chimoio, 19 November 2013.
Requina lost her husband to a landmine a year later, leaving her handicapped, without any assistance and with 13 children
to raise. Requina lost 11 of her children over the years to come, some as a result of her extreme poverty exacerbated by her
handicap. "My husband is gone, my children are gone, I have no-one to take care of me. Everything changed when I lost my
leg. Now I am a beggar." This region is one of the most densely landmined in the world, effectively cutting off 50% of all arable
land for these villages. The landmines were laid by the Rhodesian Military in the early 1970's in Rhodesia's war of liberation.
Norweigan Peoples Aid have been demining the area for some time They hope to finish by the end of 2014. (Photo by Brent
Stirton/Reportage)
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BARRIO CHIUIJO, WEST OF CHIMOIO, MOZAMBIQUE/ZIMBABWE BORDER, 19 NOVEMBER 2013: Matteo Muxambo, 53, lost his foot in 1995 to a landmine laid by Rhodesian forces in 1972. Matteo was coming back from trading in Zimbabwe along a footpath when he stepped of the path to allow a woman to pass. He was blown back by an anti-personnel mine which took off his foot and severely injured the passing woman. This region is one of the most densely landmined in the world, effectively cutting
off 50% of all arable land for these villages. The landmines were laid by the Rhodesian Military in the early 1970's in Rhodesia's war of liberation. Norweigan Peoples Aid have been demining the area for some time They hope to finish by the end of 2014.
www.reportage-bygettyimages.com
(Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)

(RIGHT) MOAMBA DISTRICT, MAPUTO PROVINCE, 26 NOVEMBER 2013: Flora Armando
Chipossa Tenho, 31, is a female de-miner for HALO Trust. She is seen de-mining around
power pylons close to the road to South Africa from Maputo. The government mined
these pylons heavily in the early eighties as a precaution against sabotage attempts by
RENAMO forces. Some of these pylons have over 100 mines surrounding them. Flora saw
an advert in a journal inviting applications for de-miners. She applied, did the course and
has been demining for 7 years now. “When I remove mines from the ground I feel like I am
saving lives. This is the purpose of de-mining, no matter if you are a man or a woman” she
says. The people in Flora’s village did not believe she worked in de-mining until they saw
her interviewed on television. They told her the job was for a man, not a woman. “When
they saw me on the television, then they believed me. Now they respect me for the work
I do. In the future, when we are finished de-mining, I would like to become a para-medic.
HALO Trust trained me to be the medic for my de-mining group and I would like to go
further with this. (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)
(ABOVE) TETE, MOZAMBIQUE, NOVEMBER 2013: A HALO deminer prepares to detonate landmines with an explosive charge as part of demining operations
in the Chinzunga hills close to Cabora Bassa, Mozambique, 18 November 2013 (Photo by Brent Stirton/Reportage)
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DOMALJEVAC SAMAC, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: A Deminer from the Norwegian People's Aid mine action programme uses a dog to help him locate mines in Grebnice municipality. (Picture By Veronique De Viguerie/Reportage
By Getty Images).

ZUNOVNICA, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: The village is surrounded by a forest contaminated by landmines and unexploded ordinance
in proximity to where an old Jugoslav People's Army (JNA) barracks once stood. An artillery shell is lying next to the road
awaiting clearance. A 125 mm High Explosive fragmentation tank round is lying on the ground near a 122 mm High explosive
arillery shell, not far from the road. The copper bands have been removed from the artillery shell by scrap-metal collectors.
(Picture By Veronique De Viguerie/Reportage By Getty Images).

DOBOJ, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: Doboj province is highly contaminated by landmines. (Picture by Veronique de Viguerie/Reportage
by Getty Images).
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BUGOJNO, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: Hajrija Besic, 45, Bosniac, was injured by a landmine while collecting scrap metal with her
brother in 1996 to support her and her family. She is is a below-the-knee amputee and she supports a very large family. She is
the proud grandmother of 15-month-old Edvin. (Picture by Veronique De Viguerie/Reportage by Getty Images).

BUGOJNO, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: Hajrija Besic, 45, Bosniac, was injured by a landmine while collecting scrap metal with her
brother in 1996 to support her and her family. She is is a below-the-knee amputee and she supports a very large family. She is
the proud grandmother of 15-month-old Edvin. (Picture by Veronique De Viguerie/Reportage by Getty Images).
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(TOP LEFT) TUZLA, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: Edin Osmanbegovic, 48, is a teacher in business computing and digital
economy since 2005 at the faculty of economics University of Tuzla. The 3 July 1992, he stepped on a landmine
on Majevica Mountain near Tuzla. He suffered a double high amputation of both legs. He is also President of the
Rotary Club in Tuzla. In 2006, he got married with his wife, an Italian teacher at the faculty. He says "Any effort
you make will be rewarded. Anything you learn in life will be enriching. Never give up." (Picture by Veronique de
Viguerie/Reportage by Getty Images.)
(BOTTOM LEFT) TESLIC, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: Zilka Durmisevic, 46, Bosniac, mother-of-two, below knee amputee, was injured by a landmine on 25 August 1999 while cleaning around the house of her parents in village of
Kamenica. After her accident the area was demined and many anti-tank mines were found. Zilka returned her
house in Kamenica in 2000, before that she was a displaced person living in Zenica. (Picture by Veronique de
Viguerie/Reportage by Getty Images)
(ABOVE) DOBOJ, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: Doboj province is highly contaminated with landmines. Mihret Hasanamidzic, 55, is living in Hodzici village surrounded by mine fields. In 1997, he was a victim of two PROM landmines
accidents as he was cutting wood in the forest. The first one, left him with stomach injuries and killed his horse,
the second one resulted in his left leg being amputated. One of his brothers, Essef, was killed in a landmine accident in 2006. In a seperate landmine accident another brother, Salih, was injured and his wife killed. Mirhet
has goats but cannot let them graze around because of the minefields. Mihret holds photos of brother, Essef
and Salih's wife both killed by PROM landmines. (Picture by Veronique de Viguerie/Reportage by Getty Images).

ZENICA, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: Sitting volley ball match OKI DOBOj versus OKI Derventa at The Doboj Gym Hall. These games are very important for landmines victims but also for the reconciliation process as war veterans from all sides are playing together. (Picture by Veronique De Viguerie/Reportage by
Getty Images).
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VOGOSCA, BOSNIA-NOV, 2013: Mine risk education provided by the ICRC in a primary school in an affected area, (Picture By Veronique De Viguerie/Reportage By Getty Images).

Iraq
Photography by Marco DiLauro
Photographs by David Ramos
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KUT, IRAQ – FEBRUARY 2: An Iraqi Civil Defense Officer is seen as he practices with an explosive remnants the clearing procedures of an area contaminated by anti-personnel land mine and explosive remnants of the Iran-Iraq war on February 2, 2014 in
Kut in the Wassit Province, Iraq. This area was an Iraqi Army site used as a storage for anti-personnel land mine. The Iraqi Civil Defense started clearing the twenty-four kilometers square area about a year ago and they still have to clean seven kilometers
www.reportage-bygettyimages.com
square (Photo By Marco Di Lauro/Reportage by Getty Images)

WERMIZYAR, IRAQ – FEBRUARY 3: A bill board raising landlmine awareness is seen in front of IMCO (Iraqi Mine Clearance Organization) office on February
3, 2014 in the Wermizyar village in the Wassit Province, Iraq. The contaminated area in the Wermizyar village on which IMCO has started the clearing process on January 25, 2014 is about 972,000 meters square of which 77,760 meters square have already been cleared (Photo By Marco Di Lauro/Reportage
by Getty Images)
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WERMIZYAR, IRAQ – FEBRUARY 3: IMCO (Iraqi Mine Clearance Organization) deminers are seen preparing to clear a field from
unexploded remnants on February 3, 2014 in the Wermizyar village in the Wassit Province, Iraq. The contaminated area in
the Wermizyar village on which IMCO has started the clearing process on January 25, 2014 is about 972,000 meters square
of which 77,760 meters square have already been cleared (Photo By Marco Di Lauro/Reportage by Getty Images)

WERMIZYAR, IRAQ – FEBRUARY 3: IMCO (Iraqi Mine Clearance Organization) deminers are seen practicing the clearing procedure to clear a field from unexploded remnants on February 3, 2014 in the Wermizyar village in the Wassit Province, Iraq
(Photo By Marco Di Lauro/Reportage by Getty Images)
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BEWARDE, IRAQ – FEBRUARY 13: Iraqi students are seen as they attend the MAG (Mines Advisory Group) Mine Education and Awareness Program on February 13, 2014 at their school in the village of Bawarde in the district of Suwmel, Iraq. The Bawarde
school has 156 students ranging from 12 to 18-years-old organized in six classes. Mag delivered awareness in two classes (Photo By Marco Di Lauro/Reportage by Getty Images)
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NAJAF, IRAQ – FEBRUARY 4: Raheem Muslim, 45-years-old is seen at his house on February 4, 2014 in Najaf. Iraq. Raheem was
a military engineer and as he was working in Erbil preparing a bunker in July 1988 he stepped on an anti-personnel landmine
and he lost his left leg below the knee (Photo By Marco Di Lauro/Reportage by Getty Images)

NAJAF, IRAQ – FEBRUARY 4: Raheem Muslim, 45-years-old is seen at his house on February 4, 2014 in Najaf. Iraq. Bassim was a
shepherd and as he was attending his animals he stepped on an Italian made Valmara anti-personnel landmine on October 24,
2004 in the village of Zorbatya. The landmine was brought down the valley from a river floating and he lost the left leg above
his knee and had injuries on the right foot. (Photo By Marco Di Lauro/Reportage by Getty Images)
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ERBIL, IRAQ – FEBRUARY 12: From left: ICRC bench workers, Bakhtyar Ismal Mohammad, 43-years-old, and Nafiz Raouf Tahir, 34-years-old are seen at work on February 12, 2014 at the ICRC Erbil Physical Rehabilitation Centre (PRC) in Erbil, Iraq. Bakhtyar
lost the left leg below the knee on September 15, 1996 as he stepped on an anti-personnel landmine while working as a smuggler across the Iraq-Iran border in Garmyan. Nafiz lost booth legs, the left one above the knee and the right one below the knee
in 2003 in the Altunkopry village in the Kirkuk district (Photo By Marco Di Lauro/Reportage by Getty Images)
www.reportage-bygettyimages.com

Nicaragua
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MILAGRO DE DIOS NEIGHBORHOOD, MANAGUA, NICARAGUA - FEBRUARY 4, 2014: Milton ivan Olivar Gómez (43) posing
in the family house where he lives with his wife. Milton, a former combatant during the Nicaraguan conflict, was injured in
1984 with an anti-personnel mine in the Rio Pire near Condegas. in the Honduras-Nicaragua border, where the conflict was
more intense and consequently the territory with more number of mines in the country. There he lost the two hands and got
heavily injured in the vision and eyes and ears. After the accident he has been studying and working in the printing office and
as a journalist in the radio. Now he lives with his wife and works selling ice in his neighborhood. (Photo by Sebastián Liste/
Reportage by Getty Images)

MOZONTE, NICARAGUA - FEBRUARY 7, 2014: Emilio José Gómez Floriano (42) in his workplace as a ceramist. Emilio, was a
former combatant during the Nicaraguan conflict was injured by an anti-personnel mine in 1991 while he was working in a
minefield once the conflict was ended. The accident happened in San Rafael del Norte near the border with Honduras, where
the conflict was more intense and consequently the territory with more number of mines in the country. Currently he lives
with his wife and two soon and works as a ceramist in a familiar bussiness in Mozonte. (Photo by Sebastián Liste/ Reportage
by Getty Images)
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MANAGUA, NICARAGUA - FEBRUARY 4, 2014: Carlos José Picado (52) posing in his house in the outskirts of Managua. Carlos, a former combatant during the Nicaraguan conflict, was injured in 1987 by an anti-personnel mine near Rio Poteca on
the Honduras-Nicaragua border, where the conflict was more intense and consequently the territory with more number
of mines in the country. There he lost part of his right leg. Currently he lives with his wife and a four years little girl in the
outskirts of Managua and work as a security guard in a hospital of the city. (Photo by Sebastián Liste/ Reportage by Getty
Images)

MOZONTE, NICARAGUA - FEBRUARY 8, 2014: Juan Ramón López (55) posing with his daughter and his grandaughter in their
house. Juan Ramón, a former combatant during the Nicaraguan conflict, was injured two times by a PMN1 anti-personnel
mine after the war over. The first time was in 1997 while he was demining a coffee field, the second time was a year after, in
1998 while working on his own plantation. In this accidents he lost both legs. Both times he was in the Nicaraguan-Honduras
border area, where the conflict was more intense and consequently the territory with more number of mines in the country.
After working in differents things, seven years ago he started to make a living looking for gold in the rivers around the forest of
the Northern Nicaragua. He lives with her family in Mozonte. (Photo by Sebastián Liste/ Reportage by Getty Images)
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BARRIO SAN JUDAS, MANAGUA, NICARAGUA - FEBRUARY 3, 2014: Jorge Victor Peralta (47) posing in the modest house he
made for his family in a neighborhood in the outskirts of Managua. Jorge Victor, a former combatant during the Nicaraguan
conflict, was injured in 1986 by an anti-personnel mine near Olancho on the Honduras-Nicaragua border, where the conflict
was more intense and consequently the territory with more number of mines in the country. There he lost part of his right
leg. Few months after he got injured he started to work at the Aldo Chavarria Hospital in Managua as a security guard, after
28 years he keep working there. This hospital offers free access to prosthesis to those in need including war victims. The
hospital is supported by the ICRC Special Found for the Disabled. (Photo by Sebastián Liste/ Reportage by Getty Images)

JALAPA, NICARAGUA - FEBRUARY 6, 2014: Maikol Hermógenes Molina (53) posing in the house where he works.Maikol, a former combatant during the Nicaraguan conflict, was injured in 1987 for an anti-personnel mine while he was working planting
coffee. The accident happened in the Northern of Nicargaua, near the border with Honduras, where the conflict was more
intense and consequently the territory with more number of mines in the country. There he lost the left leg. Currently he rents
a house where he lives with his two daughters and one son and where he work the land planting cofee and cacao. (Photo by
Sebastián Liste/ Reportage by Getty Images)
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OCOTAL, NICARAGUA - FEBRUARY 7, 2014: Rosa Castillo Ramírez (58) sitting in her weelchair. Rosa was a former combatant
during the Nicaraguan conflict. She was injured by an anti-personnel mine in 1982 near the border with Honduras, where the
conflict was more intense and consequently the territory with more number of mines in the country. She still have shrapnel
in her body and have caused her several and diferent functional problems, recently she lost the ability to walk and will need
permanently a wheelchair. Currently she lives with her sister and a adoptive son in Ocotal and needs continuing care. (Photo
by Sebastián Liste/ Reportage by Getty Images)

MOZONTE, NICARAGUA - FEBRUARY 7, 2014: Emilio José Gómez Floriano (42) in his workplace as a ceramist. Emilio, was a
former combatant during the Nicaraguan conflict was injured fby an anti-personnel mine in 1991 while he was working in a
minefield once the conflict was ended. The accident happened in San Rafael del Norte near the border with Honduras, where
the conflict was more intense and consequently the territory with more number of mines in the country. Currently he lives
with his wife and two soon and works as a ceramist in a familiar bussiness in Mozonte. (Photo by Sebastián Liste/ Reportage
by Getty Images)
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Photography by Paula Bronstein
Photographs by David Ramos
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Tamluang village, Non district, Savannakhet province - APRIL 10, 2014: Incident happened on Jan. 23, 2012 when families were gathered around a fire to keep warm, the bomb was buried underneath the ground and exploded killing 4 people from various families in the small village Aiyaok lost his leg.Aiyaok, age 10 poses at the door of his home adjusting his prosthetic leg (Photo By Paula Bronstein/Reportage by Getty Images)

(BOTTOM LEFT) Tamluang village, Non district, Savannakhet province - APRIL 10, 2014: Incident happened on Jan. 23, 2012 when families were gathered
around a fire to keep warm, the bomb was buried underneath the ground and exploded killing 4 people from various families in the small village Aiyaok
lost his leg (far left) sits with others around a fire where the bomb went off (Photo By Paula Bronstein/Reportage by Getty Images)
(ABOVE) Tamluang village, Non district, Savannakhet province - APRIL 10, 2014: Aiyok walking with the aid of his cane Photo By Paula Bronstein/Reportage by Getty Images)
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Hangsing village, Pakxan district, Bolikhamxay province - APRIL 10, 2014: Three boys died after finding a bomb near their home and carried it back to the home on their bicycle, the UXO exploded on the road killing all three boys on Jan 4, 2014. Three
other children received minor injuries from the blast as they were further away. In the background mothers of the children who were killed hold their portraits from right to left - Naly Siharath holds photos of son Beuk- age 9, Sayphim Sorphabmixay
(center) holding photo of Johny, age 8, and Sanh Phandanouvong ( right) holds photo of Sommak/toe 12 (Photo By Paula Bronstein/Reportage by Getty Images)

NaDoo Yai village, Toumlan district, Salavan Province - APRIL 10, 2014: A 12 and 13 year-old boy died in December 2013 when
they found a BLU 24 cluster submunition (bomblet) near their home and played with it outside their house until it went off.
Another BLU 24 cluster submunition (bomblet) was found only a few minutes away from the small village. Dai, the sister of
Phoutha 12, who was one of the boys killed weaves in order to make some extra money for the family. The newly discovered
bomblet is well camouflaged and the villagers are worried about more UXO in the village hidden under the ground (Photo By
Paula Bronstein/Reportage by Getty Images)

Lateuang village, Sepon District, Savannakhet province - APRIL 10, 2014: UXO-Lao clearance operations. A worker points out
another UXO bomb found in a field (Photo By Paula Bronstein/Reportage by Getty Images)
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(ABOVE LEFT) Lateuang village, Sepon District, Savannakhet province - APRIL 10, 2014: UXO-Lao clearance operations. A female worker works in a field as part of a team of UXO workers (Photo By Paula Bronstein/Reportage by
Getty Images)
(BELOW LEFT) Lateuang village, Sepon District, Savannakhet province - APRIL 10, 2014: UXO-Lao clearance operations. UXO Lao clearance team gets ready to detonate some munitions found after a day of work in a field doing
clearance work (Photo By Paula Bronstein/Reportage by Getty Images)
(ABOVE) Lateuang village, Sepon District, Savannakhet province - APRIL 10, 2014: UXO Lao clearance team packs
up their equipment after a day of work in a field doing clearance work (Photo By Paula Bronstein/Reportage by
Getty Images)
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